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About This Game

Saira is a puzzle platformer with non-linear gameplay and a whole universe for you to explore. The game is heavily influenced
by classic puzzle adventure games and uses a new unique graphical style combining high resolution photography into a lush and

mysterious world.
The eponymous Saira is a photographer who specializes in digitally capturing dangerous places and animals across the universe.
For reasons unknown, she finds herself as the only remaining person in the entire galaxy. Saira has no weapons, she will use only

her mind and agility to progress through seven star systems and over 60 well-crafted puzzles. Over two hours of originally-
scored music will help her maintain focus and unlock one of six vastly unique endings.

Over 60 well-crafted puzzels.

A universe full of surprising creatures and locations for you to explore.

11 layers of high definition parallax scrolling and a two hour soundtrack gives the universe of Saira it's unique
atmosphere.

Non-linear gameplay

Multiple endings
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Genre: Indie
Developer:
Nicklas Nygren
Publisher:
Kreatoriet AB
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nice puzzle game but fixed key mapping, hard for those who only WASD like me.... I think nifflas makes the best platfomers
out there. This one is no exception. You become attached to the character and worlds by the end. I wish he'd make a sequel to
this one.. DOESN'T WORKS!.
Serious grahpic issues and no way to configure the game in the right way.
Could be it's interesting but, it simply doesn't works.. There's no explosions in this game
0/10. I loved this game. It was a lot of fun! I'm hoping to see more episodes. Get on that!
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Absolutely love the works of Nifflas Nygren. I first became acquainted with his work by playing Knytt and then Knytt Stories.
Saira is a highly polished version of that same ambient/exploratory gameplay that made those games so enjoyable.

Love, love, love this game. Just wish it had another story to play through.. This game is surprisingly fun. Within 30 minutes of
gameplay, I found myself with a good number of planets to explore, each with a very unique feel, including Saira's outfit. The
scenary is really smooth and the mostly-friendly creatures (so far) make planets feel like places, not "levels" If only I didn't get
so mad from platform pit-death!. it's very fun. if you love solving puzzles, you must try it.. Was a promising title, but far too
short. The full game only includes 'episode 1,' and the developer doesn't plan to finish the story. The level/campaign editor is
incredibly difficult to learn and the developer offers no guides or help, so custom content is nonexistant.. i can said this game
pretty nice and its free.. good puzzle game just for mine its not in a full screen... Another excellent work by Niflas and now also
free! A very momentum based plattformer with many neat puzzles and photo safari space exploring.
Go play this, Niflas other free works and Knytt Underground on steam..
Советую поиграть
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